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3 -1560— Red H ead/O h (Rounds) 
1561— Queen of the Square 
Dance Hall 
A n d y  Andrus, caller. 
Flip
1 562— Lonesome Road
A n d y  Andrus, caller. 
Flip
BOGAN
1123— You Know  She Loves 
You M ost of A ll
C.O. Guest, caller. Flip.
1124— W e 're  Drifting Further 
and Further A p a rt 
C.O. Guest, caller. Flip.
BENZ
1205— Brand N ew  Clementine 
Dick Matteson, caller. 
Flip.
1206— Smiles
Ben Baldw in, Jr., caller. 
Flip.
SWINGING SQUARE
2 3 1 1 — Long, Long A g o
Les De Witt, caller. Flip.
2 3 1 2 — Yellow  Polkadot Bikini 
Lou LaKous, caller. Flip.
★
AIF of the above available on 45 rpm only 
$1.45 each
We carry all square and round dance labels. 
Write us if your dealer cannot supply you.
MERRBACH 
RECORD SERVICE
323 West 14th Street 
Houston, Texas
Dear Arvid:
. . .  I wish that Round Dancers 
could standardize the program enough 
so that every program would always 
include a few old favorites that all 
know. I wish a list of good old dances 
could be worked out and then every 
program could use some new and some 
of the good old ones. That way, a 
stranger to the area could be pretty 
sure of some of the rounds being done 
within range.
If the Round Dancers could tighten 
up their organization and organize 
their program of dances — instead of 
each area going "individual,” I be­
lieve the Round Dance program 
would really grow. It’s so haphazard. 
Many people can round dance who 
can’t stand the exertion of the modern 




This idea is certainly worth thinking 
about. Round dancers and teachers—  
are you for or against such a plan?
SQUARE DAN CE DRESSES
Why settle for anything less when an original 
by Bettina can be yours at such moderate cost.
Send for your FREE copy of our "Portable Show­
room" and compare the quality, styling and 
value. You'll be amazed at the savings.
BILL BETTINA
2110 N. W. Miami Court —  Miami 37, Fla.
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Dear Arvid :
. . . Everywhere you read, "Square 
Dancing is Fun,” square dancing is 
sociable, and square dancing is so 
many other very nice things (and I 
go along with this 100 per cent), but 
right on the next page ( or in the next 
paragraph) they proceed to say it is 
falling off, too much new stuff, too 
much old stuff, and then they proceed 
to pick it to pieces . . . Everyone that 
is square dancing or calling is in it 
because they LIKE it . . .
Actually, there are more square 
dancers now than there ever was and 
it’s getting bigger and bigger . . 
Every area is different just as every 
club in that area is different — you 
cannot set a standard of rules to apply 
to all square dancing —  if each leader 
and caller can use his better judgment 
and give each club what it wants rath­
er than what he thinks it should have, 
I think the clubs will last longer, the 
callers and leaders will become better, 
and the dancers will stay with us 
longer . . .
. . . Square Dancing is a wonderful 
hobby, and I really feel sorry for those 
that are not square dancing — we’ve 
been with it for twelve years now and 
I can’t imagine our life without it.
Of course, there have been changes 
— many of them— some for the better 
and some for the worse, but like every­
thing else, it cannot be expected to 
stand still. But it’s still the BEST.
Ruth Moffitt, 
Jerome, Idaho
LOOK! . . . CALLERS -  DANCERS
BADGES that ^SAY HELLO"
Any color, shape, style or design. Can copy 
any badge, motif. Send sketch for free club 
sample. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Prices: Name— 60c, Name and City— 65c 
Name, Club and City— 70c 
Sound equipment —  Califone, Newcombs, 
Mikes, Tapes, Monitors, Var. Speed Motors in 
stock. Square Craft authentic handmade 
jewelry for men and women.
Write for our list of Goofy and Fun Badges
PLASTIC ENGRAVERS- 2
BOB ROTTMANN —  BEverly 3-5527 
11041 So. Talman Ave. Chicago 55, Ilf.
Two NEW Rounds
JUDY LYNN WALTZ
by Ross and  M abe l Hatton
LOVE AND MARRIAGE
(Two Step) 
by Bob and Roberta V an  Antw erp
No. 8715




With Calls by "J o n e sy "
No. LP-1207
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S T A T E M E N T  R E Q U I R E D  B Y  T H E  A C T  O F  A U G U S T  2 4 ,  
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MAYFLOWER RECORD NO. 19
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★ ★ ★
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M A Y F L O W E R  R E C O R D S
Calling A ll Callers
By ELOiSE WEST, Fitchburg, Mass.
After 17 years of square dancing and 
11 years of calling, my husband and I 
have noticed a change in the dancing 
which has greatly disturbed us. In­
stead of being a form of recreation 
for anyone to enjoy, square dancing 
has become a type of athletic activity 
for those who are especially trained in 
the field and willing to practice regu­
larly to remain so.
On our one-night-stands we include 
what used to be the basics: swing, 
promenade, do - sa - do, allemandes, 
grand right and left, and ladies chain. 
This used to be basic training enough 
so that we could tell the crowd they 
now had enough experience to come 
to a public dance and have a good 
time. Many did come. We urged 
them to split up with experienced 
couples and that way they managed 
to dance most of the evening. Some 
of these people joined classes; others 
found it perfectly possible to dance 
without. Many of these folks stayed 
interested dancers for years. Now we 
do the same type of calling and see 
the same number of people at one- 
night-stands, and few ever become 
square dancers. It is mighty hard to 
sell the idea that 8-10 lessons are neces­
sary before they can feel comfortable 
at an open dance. I feel that square 
dancing is losing its "folk signifi­
cance” and becoming an activity for 
experts alone.
I am not worried about the en­
thusiasts who love complicated dances. 
They will get together and have fun
Eloise West’s years of instructing 
and teaching in the square dance field 
make her well-qualified to write such 
an article. Her philosophy of square 
dancing is vital to the growth of this 
activity.
until they tire of this activity and go 
on to something else. What does dis­
turb me is the fact that it is getting 
harder and harder for the casual 
dancer to find an open dance where 
he can relax. Mathematics alone may 
convince the caller that perhaps he is 
high-grading himself out of a job. Of 
the general population, only a limited 
number are interested in such an active 
hobby. If, out of these, you keep only 
the best dancers and allow the rest to 
drift away, at the same time educating 
many new callers, you eventually run 
into the point of diminishing returns.
A specific criticism of present-day 
dancing is the use of so many non- 
directional calls. Most of these are 
made up of a series of basic f igures that 
would be perfectly intelligible if pat­
tered through, but are completely con­
fusing otherwise. Figures are crowd­
ed into a dance, not because they form 
a pleasant sequence, but simply be­
cause they rhyme. The caller who 
watches his floor fall apart is caught 
between keeping with the music and 
frantically adhering to the rhymed 
patter. The ability to abandon the 
singing call and switch immediately to 
prompting thru the rest of the record 
will often be all that is needed to keep 
the floor going. This gives the danc­
ers confidence, and cues the marginal 
dancers thru the pattern without an­
noying the more experienced with 
another walk-thru. This ability takes 
practice for the caller and is rewarded 
by the loyalty of his dancers and the 
number of people he saves for square 
dancing.
If too many new patterns and 
figures are introduced into the general 
dancing, it will be impossible for any­
one to take a vacation and expect to 
come back without effort. Woe be­
tide the parents of a new baby, or
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anyone so unfortunate as to have spent 
a year abroad. They might as well 
give up dancing or join a beginners 
class! Many of the people who would 
like to dance occasionally are reluct­
antly deciding that bridge or bowling 
is more their speed.
Very noticeable is the lack of soci­
ability during the dancing. There is 
only time to trot around the ring as 
fast as possible, like a troop of liberty 
horses performing to the crack of the 
whip, with frowns and the impatient 
snapping of fingers for each mistake. 
Dancing is supposed to be a social 
activity and square dancing the most 
sociable of all, but who would guess 
that?
Probably most of you are wonder­
ing why all this should be your respon­
sibility. This is so because the caller 
is the one continuing thing in a chang­
ing situation. Square dance clubs and 
presidents come and go, but the caller 
hopes to call for decades. He is in a 
position to have years of experience 
behind him, the ability to control the 
present, and the foresight to predict 
the future. Dancing cannot be frozen 
on film or locked in a library. It is 
handed down from person to person, 
and the attitude of the caller is reflect­
ed in his dancers. Square dancing is 
what YOU make it.
''Dancing is joy in motion.” The 
joy of moving to rhythm is built into 
all of us and is the best ally a caller 
has in making friends for square danc­
ing. Most of us call with the beat of 
the music. I suggest that you also 
learn to call with the phrase. This 
means the ability to fit the figures to 
the 4 or 8 bar pattern of the music, 
beginning each with the start of the 
phrase and completing the figure at 
its satisfying close. Your dancers may 
not know why your calling is so much 
more fun, but they will feel it and 
stay with you.
I suggest, in order to keep them 
dancing many years, that you teach
your dancers to enjoy the basics with­
out the gimmicks. Clapping the hands, 
fancy twirls and shouting back at the 
caller are fine for catching the in­
terest of beginners, but they should 
not become more important than the 
pattern of the dance. Like a good 
steak, square dancing does not have to 
be smothered by a fancy sauce. Just a 
dab of the butter of courtesy, the salt 
of good-fellowship and the pepper of 
variety will make a dish or a dance 
fit for a king.
The joy of familiarity is being over­
looked. Let’s keep our classic dances 
alive! They survived the years be­
cause they have a satisfying combina­
tion of figures and music, and be­
cause they are fun to do. There are 
also many fine dances of one or two 
seasons ago that are much too good to 
be forgotten. If each caller will make 
a deliberate policy of sprinkling his 
programs with the best from the past, 
the pleasure of dancing these old 
friends will hold many dancers who 
might otherwise get discouraged.
My last suggestion is to seek the joy 
of self-improvement. This is very evi­
dent in the beginning caller who is 
working hard to master the art. The 
results are evident in the enthusiasm 
of his dancers and their amused toler­
ance of his many mistakes. This joy I 
particularly recommend to the caller 
who has already established a reputa­
tion and a sizeable following. Don’t 
sit down to rest on your achievements. 
You will find that those who are still 
working will pass you by. Don’t try to 
hold your dancers through personal 
loyalty. Merit their respect by your 
own growth. Don’t be afraid to 
create your own dances. Take the 
best of the lovely Western figures, 
mix them with the basics in a flow­
ing and danceable sequence, set them 
to fine music, call them on the phrase 
in the New England manner, and you 
will have dances that will keep you in 
demand as long as you can totter up 
to a mike.





Many authorities and diplomats 
feel that common interests between 
the various countries of the world 
help to cement relations. The great 
surge of the teaching of the Russian 
language in the past few years is only 
one evidence of this opinion. Along 
with a person’s knowledge of a 
foreign language, the knowledge of 
their customs and dance forms a deep 
and lasting bond between nations.
An authority and promoter of folk 
dancing for over twenty-nine years 
is Michael Herman of New York City. 
He and his wife, Mary Ann, have been 
active in the folk dance field since 
1931, when Michael came to New 
York City. Since then, he has directed 
folk dancing at the New York 
World’s Fair, the Fall Festivals in the 
various New York City parks, and at 
the International House.
Michael Herman’s orchestra has re­
corded over 230 records on his Folk 
Dancer Record label. He has also 
formed Folk Dance House, the place 
around which folk dancers in New 
York City gravitate.
Folk Dance House is now entering 
its 20th year of work. Through its 
classes, workshops, training courses, 
publications, and information serv­
ice, it has provided materials and 
trained personnel to bring folk danc­
ing to people all over the world.
Folk Dance House is not only a 
dance studio, but a record and book 
shop, a reference library, and the 
home of an extensive costume collec­
tion.
The aim of the Folk Dance House 
is to teach traditional and not syn­
thetic dances, and to make dancers 
realize that there is a difference be­
tween doing a dance and dancing a 
dance. The sessions are planned to 
satisfy a variety of interesis, from 
those who just want to dabble in folk 
dancing, to those who come for a 
serious and intensive study of this art. 
Along with teaching the folk dances 
of many foreign countries, the Ameri­
can folk dance, square dancing, is also 
taught.
At Folk Dance House learning the 
folk dancing of the many foreign 
countries is also obtaining a "'painless
education” in the language, customs, 
food, music, and folklore of these 
lands.
Anyone is eligible to register in the 
sessions held at Folk Dance House 
The sessions are arranged according 
to the proficiency of the dancer, so 
that the beginner can learn and the 
expert can dance. The sessions are in 
the evenings, and one Sunday a month 
there is a family session.
Folk Dance House also offers a 
course in the teaching of folk 
dance. Graduates of this course 
are invited to join t h e  alumni 
group which meets monthly to keep 
abreast of the new materials and to 
offer an interchange of ideas.
Just one example of the prominence 
of Folk Dance House in the field of 
of folk dancing is the fact that when 
the Moiseyev Russian Folk Dancers 
came to the United States, they went 
to the Folk Dance House to learn the 
American Folk Dances.
If you are interested in Folk Dance 
House and would like more informa­
tion, write to: Folk Dance House, 108 
W. 16th St., New York 11, N .Y.
Ralph Page doing a trio dance during the 
Russian Moiseyev Dancers visit to Folk 
Dance House.
Young and old participate in Family Dance Program
DECEMBER, 1960
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I was a Knothead representative.
To the uninitiated this statement 
might label me as either a member of 
an undercover group or a society of 
lunatics. In any case a sidelong glance 
or raised eyebrow would indicate sus­
picion on the part of the person to 
whom I confided this information, so 
I always divulged it reservedly, and 
then only to veteran square dancers.
The fact is that for about a year I 
acted as an area liason for the state of 
Connecticut for square dancers who 
wanted to get information on or regis­
ter as "Knotheads,” the largest organi­
zation of ''goofy” or "gimmick” 
groups for fun-loving square dancers. 
Practically every state has a repre­
sentative. To qualify for this particu­
lar organization a set of square danc­
ers must travel at least 100 miles each 
way to an open or club square dance 
(not a festival) and thereby widen 
their perspective of the dance area 
and spread good fun and fellowship.
THE
The least significant token of one’s 
participation in this adventure, in 
theory at least, is a small round badge 
presented by the "National” head­
quarters, but in effect the badge be­
comes a key to new "status” (stated 
with tongue-in-cheek) ;  a conversa­
tion piece; a device to create a kin­
ship with other fellow "travelers”; and 
most important to the original spon­
sors, a valuable means of promoting 
the gimmick club.
Within the last dozen years a score 
of gimmick badge producers have 
jumped on the plastic bandwagon, 
thousands of new pin-backed discs and 
chips flow from their mills weekly, 
and together with the all-season de­
mand for regular club badges, a size­
able new industry has developed al­
most from a whim.
Knothead sponsors may claim to be 
the initiators of this whole trend, 
which now reaches into the ranks of 
every two-years or older square dance 
club, but my guess is that it was a 
natural outgrowth of the inclination 
of early clubs, festivals, and callers to 
add a distinctive touch to their 
dancers’ name tags. A good example 
of this is the now famous "two left 
feet” insignia on the A1 Brundage 
Funstitute badges.
Of course the biggest contributing 
factor to the badge craze is to be 
found within the personality of the 
square dancer himself, and in the fun 
and gaiety that this kind of activity 
just naturally generates. Many a new 
goofy club was born with the impul­
sive antics of an individual or a group 
at an "after-party” where the hilarity 
of the dance club spilled over into a 
home or favorite roadside rendezevous.
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BADGE CRAZE
Some of the better known gimmick 
clubs include the Idiots (a pajama 
club), the Cuckoos (caller’s revenge), 
t h e  Stinkers ( callerless dancers), 
Goons (show-offs), Square Ducks, 
Kangaroos, Little Black Sheep, Donk- 
ies, Night Owls, etc. The Century 
Club just came to my attention when a 
dancer asked for my autograph to help 
fill his book with names of 100 cal­
lers. What next?
To say that square dancers have be­
come "badge-happy” would be over­
stating the trend; nevertheless, we 
noted with a smile the suggestion in 
the taws column of a current dance 
magazine that the girls might pin all 
their badges on a small tote bag for 
convenience. Another article urged 
men to wear those hazardous contri­
vances in an out-of-the-way place, such 
as on the back of their collars, so part­
ners wouldn’t have to swing all the 
while on "pins and needles.”
Like the "Rock and Roll” fad, I 
think this one will be with us for 
lots longer than we might have 
thought at first, and personally it 
doesn’t bother me a bit. I’ll forget 
the plaintive wail of a not-too-long 
graduated taw who moaned: "W e’ve 
become Knotheads, Idiots, Stinkers, 
and Goons — whatever in the world 
is left for us to be now?” If it gives 
someone a laugh or a lift, if it satis­
fies a fellow’s ego to flash a chestful 
of badges, who am I to complain? Be­
sides, I look back with a pleasant 
nostalgia at the night a group of 
high-spirited folks including Cathie 
and I drove from Connecticut to Broc- .. 
ton, Mass. to dance to Charlie Baldwin 
and become Knotheads. We wouldn’t 
have done it, except for the incentive ? 






I’ll admit, though, a thing like this 
can be taken to extremes or appear 
in bad taste under certain conditions. 
Like a new goldfish-swallowing epi­
demic. Suppose we had badge clubs 
honoring our favorite callers. Can you 
imagine what devastating effects this 
would have on a caller’s ego? Picture 
two badge-bedecked patrons of a fes­
tival, and from one comes the eager 
query: "Hey, I’ll trade-ja a Lee Helsel 
for a Jerry Helt.”
Everyone has his own private 
opinion of this badgeamania; many 
have expressed violent opposition to 
the fad in "letters-to-editors” columns 
in our square dance magazines, call­
ing it silly, undignified, and detri­
mental to the movement; some have
 ....
THOUGHT FOR THE D A Y
By Pat Pending
Them is my kind of people 
Come Saturday they will be there
With hearts and feet that are eager 
Eighteen or twenty full square.
Many the miles that they travel 
Seeking to dance and relax
Year after year they’ll be with us 
Yup Brother — Them is the facts.
done an about-face in their opinions; 
but most, like myself, accept it as the 
grease on a wheel —  too much and we 
get sloppy from the viewpoint of the 
general public, too little and we lose 
forward momentum, and with just 
enough in regular doses we’ll give new 
life and hum to our favorite form of 
recreation.
|4 §o, "Put on your 'glad’ badge, 






DOMANI WALTZ MANNITA WALTZ
by M agd a le n e  and Floyd Bohart by Nita and M a n n in g  Smith
LOVER'S GUITAR SAME OLD WE
by A lis and  Dan Pearson by Isobel and Thord Spetz
GR 14017 GR 14018
Try These For Thoroughly 
Enjoyable Squares
RED RED ROBIN
Called by Chip Hendrickson 
flip Instrumental
TC 25005
SWINGING DOWN IN 
SUNNY TENNESSEE
Called by Joe Turner 
flip Instrumental
TC 25006
Manufactured by GRENN, Inc., Box 16, Bath, Ohio
OH! GEORGE
By Gordon Blaum 
Miami, Florida
The head two couples do a half sashay 
Circle up eight while you’re that way 
Circle to the left, go round the track 
All four men go forward and back 
Then square thru four hands round 
Pull ’em by and U turn back 
Now double pass thru and U turn 
back
Dixie chain that double track 
Ladies turn left, gents go right 
Allemande left, etc. . . .
LITTLE WHEEL
By Singin’ Sam Mitchell 
Tucson, Arizona
Head ladies chain across the town 
Catch her left and turn her ’round 
Heads to the right and circle four 
Head gents break to a line of four 
It’s forward eight, back you reel 
Now pass thru and wheel and deal 
The inside four a left square thru 
The heads divide and box the gnat 
Face the middle, left allemande . . .
DOUBLE TRIPLE
By Del Coolman 
Flint, Michigan
Allemande left, ladies star, gents run 
around
Allemande left, gents star, ladies run 
around
Reverse the star, reverse the ring, same 
gal
Allemande right, ladies star, gents run 
around
Allemande right, gents star, ladies run 
around
Reverse the star, reverse the ring, same 
gal
Allemande left, etc . . .
ROLL BACK -  SQUARE THRU
By Willard Orlich 
Akron, Ohio 
One and three a half sashay 
Circle up eight while you’re that 
way
All four ladies go forward and back 
Pass thru, turn left, stand behind the 
men
Forward eight, eight fall back 
Double pass thru, U turn back 
Ladies roll back, gents square thru 
Four hands round, that’s what you do 
Separate, behind the ladies stand 
Forward eight, eight fall back 
Double pass thru, U turn back 
Men roll back, ladies square thru 
Four hands round, that’s what you do 
Separate, behind the men you stand 
Forward eight, eight fall back 
Double pass thru, U turn back 
Ladies roll back, the gents square thru 
All the way ’round in the middle of 
the floor
That’s a full square thru and a quarter 
more
And there’s your corner, left alleman­
de, etc. . . .
CORKSCREW  
By Singin9 Sam Mitchell 
Tucson, Arizona 
First and third bow and swing 
Same ladies chain across the ring 
Head gents turn ’em, do a half sashay 
Lead on out to the right that way 
Circle four on the side of the floor 
The ladies break, make lines of four 
Forward eight and back in time 
Pass on thru and bend the line 
Forward eight and eight fall back 
Ladies, left square thru the outside 
track (around the men)
Men, square thru three-quarters 
round
Right, left, right, look-out, man 
There comes ole corner, left alleman­
de, etc. . . .
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IN THE SHADE OF THE OLD 
APPLE TREE
By Dick Wilson 
Canoga Park, Calif.
Record: Sets In Order Record No. 101 
—  Instrumental/calls by Bob Ruff. 
Opener, Break and Closer:
First you bow, then you swing her 
once for me 
Circle left ’neath the old apple tree 
Heads right and left thru, sides pass 
on thru
Face your girl, pass thru, left alle- 
mande
Grand right and left around the ring 
you roam
Do-sa-do that girl before you take her 
home
Promenade, just you and she 
Then swing her once for me 
In the shade of the old apple tree. 
Figure:
Heads face right and travel single file 
Sides star right one turn and watch 
’em smile
Corner girl left allemande, doci ’round 
your own 
Men star left, once around, pass by 
your home 
Star promenade the next little Jane 
The men back out and then four 
ladies chain 
Roll promenade you see, you can 
swing her once for me 
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for 
heads, Break, Figure twice for sides, 
Closer.)
G R A N D  CH A IN  EIGHT BREAK
By "Chappie” Chapman 
Encino, Calif.
Promenade and don’t slow down 
One and three wheel around 
Grand chain eight the couple you 
found
Then dive thru, pass thru 
Swing the gal that’s facing you 
Allemande left the corner maid 
Come back one and promenade 
Two and four wheel around 
Grand chain eight the couple you 
found
Allemande left, etc . . .
LIVE WIRES
By Clarence Watson 
Blue Springs, Missouri
The heads go forward, back with you 
Forward again, half square thru 
Right and left, Calif, twirl 
Pass thru, half square thru the outside 
two
Right and left, Calif, twirl 
Pass thru, move on to the next 
Half square thru, right and left, Calif, 
twirl
Square thru four hands round, Calif, 
twirl
Pass thru, on to the next, square thru 
Four hands around, Calif, twirl 
There’s your corner, left allemande, 
etc. . . .
THERE'S MOTHER
By George Watts 
Los Angeles, Calif.
(To start, have your corner)
Forward eight and come on back 
Calif, twirl and U turn back 
The head two couples square thru 
Four hands round in the middle of the 
land
There’s mother, right and left grand, 
etc . . .
KOLOHE
(M ischief in H aw aii)
By Dick Weaver 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
All four ladies chain across 
Turn ’em, boys, and don’t get lost 
Heads go forward, back with you 
Two and four a right and left thru 
Now one and three a half sashay 
Go into the middle, then back away 
Forward again and cross-trail thru 
Go up the outside, go ’round two 
Hook right on to the end of the line 
Forward and back, then bend the line 
Forward eight and back with you 
Retreat the line two by two (exact 
opposite of bend the line)
Arch in the middle, the ends duck in 
Square thru, you’re gone again 
Three-quarters round, look-out, man 
Allemande left, etc . .
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YELLOW POLKA DOT BIK IN I
By Ed LaKous 
Record: Swinging Square Record No. 





Head couples right and left through
Turn your girl
Cross trail through swing your corner 
Yes, you swing that lady right home 
with you 
Hey there now, sides face, grand 
square. *
Part B (Chorus)
Itsy bitsy teenie weenie, yellow polka 
dot bikini 
That she wore for the first time today, 
reverse
An itsy bitsy teenie weenie yellow 
polka dot bikini 
So in the locker (blanket) (water) 
she wanted to stay.
(Sequence: A-B twice for heads, A-B 
twice for sides.)
(*  Grand Prowl or Grand Slam can be 
substituted for Grand Square.)
BUSY, BUSY, BUSY
By Ray Columbe 
National City, Calif.
The heads pass thru, then U turn 
back
Opposites right box the gnat, face the 
sides
Eight chain thru (patter)
Meet that couple, a right and left thru 
Dive thru, pass thru, face your partner 
Turn the opposite lady right hand 
’round
Your partner left as she comes down 
Corners all go right and left thru 
Turn ’em, boys, and eight chain thru 
(patter)
Now dive thru, pass thru, face your 
partner
Turn the opposite lady right hand 
’round
Your partner left as she comes down 
Corners all go right and left thru 
Then cross-trail thru and U turn back 
Allemande left . . .
CH A IN  WHEEL CH A IN
By Sie Watson 
Phoenix, Arizona
The head ladies chain, that’s what 
you do
Two and four go right and left thru 
The heads go forward, come on back 
A right to the opposite, box the gnat 
Change girls, a right and left thru 
Full turn around to the outside two 
Two ladies chain, two by two 
Turn the opposite lady right hand 
’round
Your partner left as she comes down 
The opposite right, box the gnat 
Change girls, a right and left thru 
Turn her now and when you’re thru 
Two ladies chain across the track 
Same two ladies wheel chain back 
One full turn to the opposite man 
Turn her now, do a dixie chain 
The lady goes left, the gent goes right 
Allemande left . . .
SAN TA  S BARBER
By Bill Hansen 
Santa Barbara, Calif.
The head two couples go square thru 
Three-quarters round, then separate 
Around two and line up four 
Go forward eight and back once more 
The center two do a half sashay, 
square thru 
Three-quarters round, then separate 
Go ’round one and line up four 
Everybody now a right and left thru 
All four couples a half sashay 
Just the inside two do a half sashay 
The same two go square thru 
Three-quarters round, then separate 
Go ’round one and line up four 
Everybody now a right and left thru 
In lines of four go forward and back 
The inside two go square thru 
Four hands round the middle you do 
Separate and go ’round one 
Everybody now a right and left thru 
Turn ’em around and line up four 
Forward eight and back once more 
The inside two go square thru 
Three-quarters round, then separate 
Ends pass thru, allemande left, etc. . . .
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GAMBLERS DELIGHT
By Glen Tea 
Sioux Falls, So. Dakota
Couple number one stand back to 
back
And with the corner, box the gnat 
Square your set, well dance like that 
Couple number three go ’cross the 
floor
Split that couple and line up four 
Those four go up and back by heck 
Pass on thru and shuffle the deck 
Girls wheel right, gents the other way 
Behind those sides is where you’ll stay 
Go forward eight and back with you 
The inside four will half square thru 
It’s right and left, go ’round just one 
Come into the middle and box it, son 
Pull her by, left allemande . . .
BOOTS M ISTAKE
By Bob Hayden 
Lake Jackson, Texas
Four ladies chain three-quarters 
round
Turn her left then settle down 
One and two will swing and sway 
Three and four do a half sashay 
The heads pass thru and go ’round 
one
Line up four, let’s have some fun 
Forward eight and back you sail 
Now bend the line, then cross-trail 
There’s your corner, left allemande . ..
WHEEL A N D  DEAL QU ICKIE
By Larry Di Pietrae 
Rosemont, Pa.
One and three a right and left thru 
Two and four you do it, too 
The heads pass thru across the floor 
Around just one you line up four 
Go forward eight and back you reel 
Now pass thru and wheel and deal 
Now forward eight and back that 
way
Just the girls do a half sashay 
Then square thru three-quarters 
round
And there’s your corner, left alleman­
de . .  .
CHARLEY, M Y  BOY





Record: MacGregor Record No. 8675 
— Instrumental. MacGregor Rec­
ord No. 8685 — Call by Bob Van 
Antwerp.
Opener, Break and Closer: 
Allemande your corner 
Come home and you swing 
You swing your lady once or twice 
and promenade the ring 
One and three (two and four) wheel 
around and star thru you do 
Right and left thru and turn her twice 
Get set with your Sue 
Star thru, then pass thru, go on to 
the next 
A star thru, right and left thru 
You turn with your pet 
Star thru . . . cross trail . . . left alle­
mande
Come back one and promenade 
You promenade the land 
Promenade home with your pride and 
your joy
And swing with Charley, My Boy. 
Figure:
Walk all around your corner 
See-saw your pet 
Head two couples forward 
Come back to the set 
Now cross trail, U turn back, the op­
posite swing 
Face the middle and pass thru and 
circle half you do 
Dive through and square thru three 
quarters round you go 
Corner lady swing . . . you swing her 
high and low 
Allemande left new corner, grand 
right and left you go 
When you meet your lady, promenade 
her on home 
Promenade home with your pride and 
your joy
And swing, swing Charley, My Boy. 
(Sequence: Opener, Figure twice for 
heads, Break, Figure twice for 
sides.)
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QITED BY M A R Y ^B IL L  LYNN
UNTIL WE WALTZ A G A IN
By Jerry and Charlie Tuffield  
Denver, Colorado 
Record: Lloyd Shaw No. 229/230. 
Position: Open, facing LOD. 




1-4 W ait for Two Meas; Bal Apart;
Bal Together;
Dance:
1-4 Waltz Aw ay; W  Turns; Waltz; 
Waltz;
In open pos, inside hands joined, 
waltz fwd in LOD, turning slightly 
away from ptr, M waltzes in place 
while W  turns V2 L-face to face ptr 
in three steps ( L,R,L) ;  stepping 
fwd in LOD on M’s L (W ’s R ) , do 
two L-face turning waltzes ending 
in open pos, facing LOD.
5-8 Step Swing; Step Touch; Around, 
2, 3; Step Touch;
Step on L ft, swing R ft, while 
pivoting back-to-back on L; step 
R, touch L, -; releasing M’s R and 
W ’s L hands, and joining M’s L and 
W ’s R hand, M turns L-face (W  R- 
face) to continue on around in 
three steps (one waltz meas) to 
face partner; step R, touch L —  
open out;
9-12 Waltz Aw ay; W  Turns; Waltz; 
Waltz;
Repeat meas 1-4.
13-16 Step Swing; Step Touch; Around  
2, 3; Step Touch;
Repeat meas 3-8, ending in butter­
fly pos, M’s back to COH.
17-20 Waltz Bal L; Waltz Bal R; Cross, 
2, 3; Step Touch;
Starting on M’s L, step to the side 
in LOD, stepping briefly on R ft
behind L, step in place on L; re­
peat, starting to RLOD on R ft, 
( W ’s L ) ;  ptrs exchange places by 
releasing M’s R and W ’s L hands 
and W  crossing (W  turns R-face) 
under joined M’s L and W ’s R hands 
to face ptr in butterfly pos, M fac­
ing COH, W  facing wall; step R, 
touch L, -;
21-24 Waltz Bal L, Waltz Bal R; Cross, 
2, 3; Step Touch;
Repeat meas 17-18; ptrs exchange 
places by releasing M’s L and W ’s 
R hands and W  crossing (W  turns 
L-face) under joined M’s R and W ’s 
L hands to end facing ptr in butter­
fly pos, with M facing wall; step R, 
touch L, -;
25-28 Solo Turn, 2, Close; On Around, 
2, Close; Step Sw ing; Manuv, 2, 3;
Starting fwd on M’s L and turn­
ing away from ptr to L (W  to R ),  
waltz fwd to a back-to-back pos on 
first meas; continuing turn, step 
bwd in LOD on M’s R, and finish 
solo turn to end facing ptr, M’s back 
to COH (Progress is made in LOD 
during meas 23-26); M manuv in 
three steps to end with M’s back to 
LOD, CP;
29-32 Waltz; Waltz; Waltz; Twirl; 
Three R-face turning waltzes, start­
ing with M’s L ft back in LOD and 
turning V/2  CW turn; W  twirls R- 
face on last meas, and open out.
LADY BE G O O D
By Jack and Na Stapleton 
Record: Grenn No. 14013.
Position: Open facing, M’s back to 
COH, M’s R and W ’s L hands join­
ed.






3-4 Bal Apart, Bal Together;
Step apart on L (W ’s R) and touch 
R; step together on R (W ’s L) and 
touch L, turning quickly to open 
pos facing LOD.
Dance:
1-4 Two-Step Fwd, Two-Step Fwd; 
Side, Close, Cross (To Butterfly Ban­
jo); Around, 2, 3;
In open pos and starting M’s L do 
2 fwd two-steps prog LOD; step to 
side on L twd COH (W  twd wall), 
close R to L, cross L over R turning 
to face ptr and taking butterfly 
banjo pos, R hips adjacent, M’s back 
to COH; walk CW around in but­
terfly banjo pos stepping R,L,R to 
end facing ptr, both hands joined, 
M’s back to COH.
5-8 Two-Step Apart; Two-Step To­
gether; Two-Step Turn; Two-Step 
(To Open);
Release hand holds and starting M’s 
L back away from ptr (M twd COH, 
W  twd wall) with one two-step; 
come together again with a second 
two-step and take CP. In CP do 2 
turning two-steps opening out on 
second two-step to end both facing 
LOD.
9-12 Two-Step Fwd; Two-Step Fwd; 
Side, Close, Cross (To Butterfly Ban­
jo); Around, 2, 3;
Repeat meas 1-4.
13-16 Two-Step Apart; Two-Step To­
gether; Two-Step Turn; Two-Step 
(To Semi-Closed);
Repeat meas 5-8 except end in semi­
closed pos both facing LOD.
COVER TALK
Imitation is the most sincere form 
of flattery. With the Christmas sea­
son fast approaching, and the snow­
flakes flying, making snowmen be­
comes a distinct art. What better way
17-20 Walk, 2; Side, Close, Cross; 
Waik, 2; Side, Close, Cross;
In semi-closed pos walk fwd 2 slow 
steps ( L ,R ); releasing semi-closed 
pos but keeping M’s L and W ’s R 
hands joined and turning to face 
ptr, step to side LOD on L, close R  
to L, cross L over R to face RLOD 
(W  steps to side LOD on R, close 
L to R, cross R over L to face 
RLOD); Repeat in RLOD except 
start in open pos and end facing 
LOD.
21-24 Two-Step; Two-Step; Two-Step; 
Two-Step;
Starting M’s L and making a wide 
arc turn away from ptr (L face for 
M, R face for W ) in 4 two-steps. 
End in butterfly pos M’s back to 
COH.
25-28 Bal Left, Bal Right; Step, Close, 
Step, -; Bal Right, Bal Left; Step, 
Close, Step, -;
In butterfly pos, swaying hands 
slightly and stepping almost in 
place, step to side on L, to side on 
R then do a step, close, step moving 
twd LOD. Step to side on R, to 
side on L then do a step, close, step 
moving twd RLOD.
29-32 Two-Step Turn; Two-Step Turn;
Twirl, 2; 3, 4;
Quickly assuming CP do 2 turning 
two-steps down LOD then as M 
walks fwd 4 steps (L,R,L,R) W  
makes two R face twirls under her 
R and M’s L arm to end in open pos 
to repeat dance.
Ending:
1-4 Two-Step Fwd; Two-Step Fwd; 
Walk, 2; Face and Bow;
In open pos do 2 fwd two-steps then 
3 slow walks in LOD turning to face 
ptr on last step for bow and curtsy.
is there to flatter your favorite hobby, 
than to make a square dance snow­
man? Our cover this month will give 
you a few ideas. It’s fun and it ad­
vertises the fact that you’re a square 
dancer, and proud of it.
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By M A R Y  and BSLl LYNN, Brentwood, Missouri
"JINGLE BELL, JINGLE BELL, 
JINGLE BELL ROCK, FORWARD  
AND BACK, FORWARD A N D  
BACK." Sure, it’s that wonderful, 
friendly and warm time of the year —  
the Holiday Season. All our gals are 
hurried with preparations for family 
celebrations and parties — planning, 
shopping and decorating. Up to your 
ears in Christmas —  certainly, but 
isn’t it wonderful?
A novel idea for those Round Dance 
evenings is the serving of hard 
candies. It seems a bowl of goodies 
(sitting within easy reach of LOD) 
disappears just like magic. No reason 
at all to limit it to Round Dancers; 
you Square Dancers will enjoy this 
also. It does seem to soothe those dry 
spots induced by the exercise. Nice 
time to try this out now with all 
these good Christmas candies about. 
Anyone for a "Swedish Kiss"?
The record companies have a bum­
per crop of rounds for this month 
which seem to lean heavily on the 
more-experienced side. Some of these 
new "heavies" are: ’Til "Tomorrow, 
Windsor label, I Love You Truly, 
Sets In Order, Aloonglow, Sunny 
Hills, and a re-issue of Melody of Love, 
Windsor. Two new routines at the 
easier level are Navajo Trail, Jamie, 
and Walkin’ T he Floor, Dot — both
on pop labels. A very nice waltz mix­
er Home On The Range was intro­
duced by Shaw, and a new latin on the 
Windsor Ballroom Series, Green Eyes 
comes to us in rhumba rhythm.
As the close of the year approaches, 
thoughts of many, many pleasant 
hours of Round Dancing are reflected 
as fond memories. It HAS been a 
wonderful year for Round Dancing —  
so many more dancers enjoying 
Rounds and many more inclusions of 
Rounds in the Square Dance Program. 
The vigorous growth of our hobby 
should give us all a genuinely warm 
feeling. So, at this friendliest time 
of the year, let’s strive to maintain 
our dancing — both Rounds and 
Squares — primarily for fun and 
friendliness. Have a chuckle —  some­
times even at ourselves.
In the midst of opening our Christ­
mas Cards, renewing old friendships 
and making new ones, we want to 
send to all of you the fond wishes, as 
expressed in a favorite old Christmas 
Carol:
"Love and Joy come to you 
And a Joyful Christmas too;
And God Bless You and Send 
You a Happy New Year —








Yes, ladies, order the new Hinote line of fine 
square dance shoes. They are made especially for 
square dance people.
FESTIVALS
Soft glove le a th e r  w ith  e la stic  tops. Pleated toe and full leather sole with a cookie heel. Black, white, red, Artblue or pink 0.^*0 




Available with either drawstring or elastic top. These soft sole ribbon tie shoes have a built-in wedge. Black, white, red, djrj qc? blue or pink 




Perfect with squaw dresses. The moc has a built-in wedge with full soft leather sole. B lack, w h ite , red ,
p £ r r $5.45
Gold or silver $9.45
THE HINOTE 
PALLET
Light in weight with th re e -q u a rte r s  soft leather soles. Draw­string tops hold the shoes firmly in place. B lack, w h ite , red ,
pink °r $3-75
Gold or silver $5.95
SIZES 3 to 10 -  A A AA  to D
Hinote square dance shoes are sold by mail. You can order direct from Hinote by sending your flat shoe size, the style of shoe and an outline of your right foot. Please add 35<‘ for handling and mailing.
||in o te THEATRI CAL S HO E S3261 FLUSHING ROAD 
FLINT 4, MICHIGAN
Dec. 1: Roseburg, Oregon. Buckeroo 
Square Dance Club Annual jambo­
ree.
Dec. 3: National City, Calif. Annual 
Club Party and Dinner — Paradise 
Eight. Community Building.
Dec. 3-4: St. Petersburg, Fla. Annual 
Suncoast Caller’s Square-O-Rama. 
National Guard Armory.
Dec. 4: Santa Monica, Calif. Folk 
Dance Federation Festival.
Dec. 10: Houston, Texas. Fall jambo­
ree.
Dec. 11: Glendale, Calif. Teenage
Square Dance Association Annual 
Ball.
Dec. 17: Silver Springs, Md. SDAMC 
Round Dance Round-Up. Sligo Tr 
High School.
Dec. 31: Little Rock, Ark. New Year’s 
Eve Dance.
Dec. 31: Memphis, Tenn. New Year’s 
Eve Dance.
Dec. 31: Birmingham, Ala. New
Year’s Eve Dance.
Dec. 31: Little Rock, Ark. Central Dis­
trict Dance.
Dec. 31: Hillsboro, Oregon. New 
Year’s Eve Dance.
Dec. 31: Ocean Beach, Calif. New 
Year’s Eve Dance. Community Cen­
ter.
Dec. 31: El Cajon, Calif. New Year’s 
Eve Dance. El Cajon Armory.
Dec. 31: Columbus, Neb. New Year’s 
Eve Dance. City Auditorium.
Dec. 31: Las Vegas, Nev. New Year’s 
Eve Dance.
Jan. 7: Lakeland, Fla. Dance-A-Day. 
Civic Center.
Jan. 13: Winona, Minnesota. Winter 
Carnival.
Jan. 20-21: Eugene, Oregon. Mid- 
Winter Clinic. Fairgrounds.
Jan. 20-22: Tucson, Arizona. Southern 
Square Dance Festival. Ramada Inn 
Convention Hall.
Jan. 28: St. Paul, Minn. Twelfth An­
nual Winter Carnival Square Dance. 
St. Paul Audit.
DEALERS NOTE!
If You Need Records In A Hurry 
Order ALL Square and Round
D A N C E  RECORDS
from us. Our service is F-A-S-T !
Sales 100 per cent guaranteed 
Call us collect on orders of 50 records or more
We stock all labels —  all numbers 
(wholesale only)
M c  v ( M  <r
A M E R I C A N  CO.
"distributors of dance records" 
Phones: 762-9444, 762-9445 
P.O. Box 62 —  Moline, Illinois
"IM A G IN E  -  SHE HAS 23 SQUAW  DRESSES."
If your wife does have 23 squaw dresses plus 
all the other bric-a-brac —  be thankful you 
don't have 23 squaws. Then you'd have 659 
squaw dresses and you'd be knee deep in brick- 
a-brac.
From the book 
CANDID SQUARE DANCE PHOTOS
$1.25 per copy —  write to AMERICAN SQUARES
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•  W H IRLA W A Y  RECORD SHOP
records by mail —  f-a-s-t 
216 W. Marion St. (rear) 
Elkhart, Indiana
•  D AN CE RECORD CENTER
fastest service —  biggest stock 
1159 Broad Street 
New ark 2, N.J. MA-2-0024
•  ENGLE'S S /D  & WESTERN SHOP
most complete s /d  shop in Midwest 
3701 W. 10th Street 
Indianapolis 22, Ind. ME-7-3098




m M A R EX  - BENZ
ranch house
5061/2 W. Colum bia
Cham paign, Illinois
m THE RECORD CENTER
order by post card —  we’ll bill you 
3942 W. North Avenue  
Chicago 47, III. CA-7-1072
These dealers carry a complete stock of all 
square and round dance records advertised 
in AMERICAN SQUARES.
CHRISTM AS IS C O M IN G !
Bake a cake —  trim a tree —  light a candle —  
sing a carol —  plan a dance.
RECIPE FOR THE PARTY:
Six tips of assorted squares; two lovely waltzes 
-U N T IL  WE WALTZ AG A IN  (No. 229) and 
TOYLAND (No. 233); two great contras —  
QUEEN VICTORIA (No. 173) and H IL t^ Q F  
HABERSHAM (No. 212 and 75); two elegant 
mixers -  HOME ON THE RANGE (No. 232) 
and THE SIDEWALKS OF NEW YORK (No. 234); 
two delightful two-steps —  W HIM SY (hlo. 223) 
and LITTLE COQUETTE (No. 231).
Shake well. Serve with joy, garnished with 
an old-fashioned good-night \yaltz.
LLOYD SH A W  RECO RD IN GS INC.
P.O. Box 203, Colorado Springs, Colorado
In the European square dance move­
ment there was a wonderful couple 
that worked unselfishly to promote 
their favorite activity. They have re­
cently returned to the United States 
and another square dance area will 
benefit from their energy, enthusiasm 
and leadership.
This couple is Helen and Mac Mc­
Guire, recently of Wiesbaden, Ger­
many, and now of Donaldson Air 
Force Base, South Carolina. J u s t  
two and a half years ago they attended 
their first square dance class. Soon, 
they were avid square dancers. When 
help was needed to plan a party, en­
courage new students or start a new 
club, Mac and Helen were first in 
line. Mac was elected president of 
the Kuntry Kuzins, his home club, 
and worked closely with the club’s 
callers in promoting the activity and 
making friends for America through 
participation in international folk 
dance festivals.
Mac was elected secretary of the 
European Area Square Dance Leader’s 
Association, and together with Helen, 
acted as publicity man, secretary, 
treasurer, and general utility man for 
the staff of Europe’s first square dance 
vacation camp, Squareapean Holiday 
at Berchtesgaden, Germany.
The name Mac McGuire is a familiar 
one to the readers of AMERICAN 
SQUARES, for Mac has been Euro­
pean correspondent for the past year. 
Our square dance movement in 
Europe has become known to square 
dancers in America through the ef­
forts of the McGuires. Now we would 
like to return the favor, and publicly 
thank Mac and Helen for the sub­
stantial contribution they have made 
to the success of American square 
dancing in Europe.
This tribute to the McGuires was 
sent to us by Ralph 'Hay. It expresses 
the thanks of both the European 
square dancers and the staff here at 
AMERICAN SQUARES for the work 
arid promotion that the McGuires 
have done for square dancing.
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W IN D SO R  RECORDS, 45 rpm.
No. 4184. Hoe-Boogie (1 3 0 )//H appy Man (130)
Square Dance Hoedowns played by Len Payton.
Lovers of that boogie beat will be delighted with this amazing record. Fine 
tone quality and recording technique makes this an ultra modern hoedown. 
M acG REG O R  RECORDS, 45 rpm.
No. 8685. Charley My Boy//Oceana Roll 
Square Dance with Calls by Bob V an  Antwerp.
No. 8675. Instrumental of No. 8683
"Charley” is a sure-fire hit. The instrumentals are up to the usual high Mac­
Gregor standard.
No. 8705. Silver Lining//Country Boy 
Square Dance with Calls by Jonesy.
No. 8695. Instrumental of No. 8705
Two typical Jonesy items delivered in his more recent style. The instrumentals 
are fine.
TOP RECORDS, 45 rpm.
No. 25001. Go Star Thru//Instrumental (Quanto La Gusta)
Square Dance with Calls by Ed Michl.
A new label released by Grenn, Inc. apparently to distinguish a series of flip 
sided records from its usual method of publishing separate called and instru­
mental records. Same fine quality of musicianship and recording. "Quanto is 
well played and adequately delivered by Ed Michl.
No. 25002. Star Prowl//Instrumental (Waltzing Matilda)
Square Dance with Calls by Lloyd Litman.
The Prowl figure, originated by your reviewer back in 1952, is well done by 
Lloyd Litman. I do object to a repetitious 1-2-3 count by the caller. Rhythmic 
music makes such redundancy unnecessary. The band plays the tune nicely in 
6 /8  time.
SETS IN  ORDER, 45 rpm.
No. 103. I Love My Baby//Instrumental 
Square Dance with Calls by Bob Page.
A well called club dance to a "hopped-up” tempo makes this a peppy item. 
LIGH TN IN G  S RECORDS, 45 rpm.
No. 504. Penny Candy//Instrumental 
Square Dance with Calls by M arvin  Shilling.
This could be a hit. It has good ideas and some novelty value.
AMERICAN SQUARES’ Record Reviews are the opinion of the reviewer, Frank 
Kaltman, and do not necessarily reflect the views of the magazine itself. This is 
the way it should be. Reviews by their very nature are opinions. But, when 
opinion is formed as a result of over thirty years experience as a musician, folk­
lorist, dance teacher, caller, author, and the like, the opinion is valid. No other 
record reviewer, including any so-called ’’board of anonymous experts,” can match 
these qualifications. Record Reviews are vital to the healthy growth of the square 
dance recording industry. Of course, you can disagree with them. If everyone 
had the same likes and dislikes, this would be a dull world indeed.
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With the Christmas season fast ap­
proaching, you dance chairmen will 
be busily planning your Christmas 
dances. This article is to give you a 
few ideas and to help you start think­
ing creatively about this subject.
What better time is there to have 
a square dance party? The Holiday 
Season is the time when everyone 
wants to have fun together — and 
most people can be found near home 
at this special time of the year.
Every dance should have a theme, 
and, naturally, your theme for this 
dance will be Christmas. With this 
as your theme decorations are ex­
tremely easy for there are a million 
and one possibilities that can be car­
ried out to lovely Christmas dance 
decorations.
To make your Christmas dance fun 
you must include some games that will 
fill in the spots when folks are tired 
of dancing and just want to relax a 
little, but have fun at the same time.
CHRISTMASPARTYFUN
In the next few paragraphs I’m go­
ing to describe some of the games that 
I use, and along with the props for 
the games you dance chairmen will 
get many an idea for decorations.
A "snowball” fight is a wonderful 
way for youngsters, both the young 
and the old variety, to get rid of sur­
plus energy. Use rolled up paper for 
the "snowballs.” Have the people 
divide into two teams and line up 
along either wall, and then start 
throwing "snowballs.” Each person 
will be eliminated as he or she gets hit 
with a "snowball.”
After this game, the floor will be 
covered with "snow.” But another
M idw est 's  M ost Complete Square  Dance Shop
DRESSES, PANTS, SHIRTS, TIES, ETC.
Complete Line of Square  and Round Dance Records
Max Engle's 
Square Dance & Western Shop
Ind ianapolis, Ind.3701 W est 10th Street M E-7 -3098
Store Hours— Monday, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Tuesday thru Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING FREE COFFEE ON SATURDAYS
8 N EW  Designed  
Christmas Cards Created
for Square Dancers DAN CE FUN FOR DECEMBER
write for brochure
NEW  S IN G IN G  CALLS
S.I.O. F I04 -  PAPA
S Q U A R E  D A N C E
Flip Instrumental 
Called by Bob Ruff
/ t * i t  S e r v i c e S.I.O. F I05 -  COUNTRY BOY 
Flip Instrumental
200 E. Fremont, Elmhurst, III. Called by Johnny LeClair 
At Your Favorite Dealer Now
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By BART HAIGH,
East Norwich, New  York
prop-decoration that should be handy 
is a large cardboard box covered with 
Christmas "chimney” paper. Each team 
is told to throw the "snowballs” down 
the chimney, and the first team to do 
so wins. If there are no prizes, there 
is still the thrill of competition, and 
the thanks of the clean-up committee.
Another game that can be used is 
the "Christmas String Game.” The 
dance committee h i d e s  different 
lengths of Christmas string in the 
dance room. Divide the group into 
teams or couples, and send them out 
to find all the string they can, tying 
it together to see which team or 
couple has the most.
There are many everyday games 
that, with the slightest change, imagi­
nation and ingenuity, can be changed 
into special Christmas games.
Using the same principle, change 
your songs or square dance calls to 
make them seasonal. Here are some ex­
amples: instead of "Shell be cornin' 
round the mountain, when she comes,” 
sing "Shell be hangin' up her stockin' 
when she comes.” "Marchin' Through 
Georgia” becomes "Hurray, hurray, 
tomorrow’s Christmas Day.” When 
you use the well-known circle mixer 
"jingle Bells” have a few bells 
throughout the hall ringing. Your 
social dance music should by all means 
include such old favorites as "White 
Christmas,” "Winter Wonderland,” 
and "111 Be Home for Christmas.”
To you dance planning chairmen, 
Christmas party planning must come 
like a present already wrapped up in 
sparkling paper. There are so many 
ideas right at your fingertips to make 
your Christmas dance a huge success. 
Start thinking now, and by the time 
dance time arrives, you will have a 
wonderful present for each person 
present —  "A well-planned, smooth- 
running party that is FU N !”
ATTENTION RECORD DEALERS!
We're your best bet for securing the following labels:
A Q U A  B - E BALANCE BEL-MAR BENZ BLACK M O U N T A IN  
BLUE STAR BO GEN  BROADCAST D A SH  FOLKRAFT FUN 'N ' FROLIC 
GRENN  HAPPY HOUR H O ED O W N  IMPERIAL INTRO J BAR L 
KALO X KEENO LO N GH O RN  LORE M oeGREGO R OLD TIMER RAN CH  
R A IN B O W  SETS IN ORDER SH A W  SM ART SU N N Y  HILLS 
S W IN G IN G  SQUARE TOP WESTERN JUBILEE W IN D SO R
All records are 100 per cent guaranteed.
IF YO U R  ORDER WILL TOTAL FIFTY RECORDS O R  M O R E  




IF IT'S "SQUARE D AN CE" RECORDS —  WE'VE GOT 'EM
1815 D O U G LA S  STREET O M A H A  2, N E B R A SK A
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WORCESTER
RECORD DEALERS f i l l  ED
• FOR FASTER SERVICE 
• M O RE COMPLETE FILL
O rder your Square  and Round 
Dance Records from O u r Centrally 
Located Source of Supply.
SALES 1 0 0 %  G U ARA N TEED
Call Us Collect on O rders of 
50 Records or M ore
PH O NE W O od lan d  1-4656
Webster 
Record Distributors
124 West Lockwood Ave.
St. Louis 19, M issouri
HAVE YOU HAD TROUBLE?
W e 've  had a time supp ly ing  our 
dealers with enough records of —  
Keeno No. 2170
THE WIZARD
The record that is both a round dance and a 
square dance. Keep asking for it, the dealers 
should have an adequate supply now.
KEENO  RECORD CO. -  Leigh, Nebr.
ASSOCIATION
By CH APIN  W. ILLINGWORTH, 
Worcester, Mass.
Our Caller’s Association has been so 
successful that I thought the readers 
of AMERICAN SQUARES would be 
interested in knowing how we hap­
pened to form such an association, the 
purpose of it, and the many other facts 
concerning its activities. It might also 
offer suggestions that would encour­
age other callers to form such an or­
ganization.
A few callers got together in this 
vicinity and decided that there was 
need for a Caller’s Association. There­
fore, Mr. Harold Mattson of North- 
boro sent out notices to all those 
known as ''callers” and the first meet­
ing was held in his dance hall. Twenty 
attended the first meeting and now, 
five years later, we have a member­
ship of thirty-four.
Chapin Illingworth (see ((Forty 
Years As A Square Dance Caller 
March, 1960 AMERICAN SQUARES) 
has been a part of the square dance 
movement for over half a century.
The aims and purposes of our assoc­
iation are briefly as follows: (1) To
aid in the promotion of square, round, 
folk and contra dancing in this area. 
(2 ) To help callers enjoy the help 
and fellowship of the callers in this 
area. (3 ) To bring about a certain 
degree of uniformity in the figures 
and dances taught by the group to 
new dancers.
Our group is unusual in that the 
only permanent officer we have is the 
Treasurer. Each couple serves three 
months with two other couples, a new 
couple joining the group each month 
and one couple retiring. The first 
two months the couple serves on the 
refreshment committee and helps in 
arranging the programs. The third
Square Dance Dresses
Mother and Daughter Dresses 
Peasant Dresses, Peasant 
Blouses and Skirts 
Square Dance Skirts
Ready to wear and made to order . . . Send 
for brochure and name of local supplier.
8&
1460 WASHINGTON AVENUE 
MIAMI BEACH, FLA. TEL. JE 8-8794
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month the retiring committee member 
serves as moderator of the business 
meeting and his or her partner serves 
as secretary for the next meeting. 
This arrangement works very satis­
factorily and every member has a 
chance to share part of the work. Our 
meetings are held the fourth Sunday 
in each month. They are held in 
the different barns or dance halls 
owned by the different members. 
Seven of our members own such 
dance halls, so we are particularly 
fortunate in having so many nice 
places to meet.
The committee for the evening has 
previously arranged the program and 
we usually start the evening with a 
dance or two conducted by one of the 
committee. This is followed by a busi­
ness meeting, which is lively and in­
teresting. It is one of the high-lights 
of the evening. We have the secre­
tary’s report, treasurer’s report, and 
then complete any old or unfinished 
business. We then take up new busi­
ness and everyone is given an oppor­
tunity to freely express their opinions 
on any problem or project that may 
come before the meeting.
After the business meeting one of 
the members selected by the commit­
tee for that evening instructs in a 
new dance, square, contra or round. 
By this time, we are ready for refresh­
ments and a delightful lunch is always 
served by the committee. The even­
ing ends with discussions or probably 
another dance or two and everyone 
wends their way home with many 
happy thoughts of an evening well 
spent.
I would be very happy if this ac­
count of "The Worcester Area Caller’s 
Association” and it’s activities in­
stilled in callers in other locations the 
desire to form such a association. I 
can assure them that such an associa­
tion would result in many happy and 
profitable hours together to say noth­
ing of the lasting friendships that 
would be made by associating with a 
group having the same interest, 
Square Dancing.
WHEELING THRU DIXIE 
GRAND DIVIDE
No. 8154
CALLER: BILL C ASTN ER  
M U SIC : THE OLD  T IM ERS
45 rpm only
send 4 cents for complete listing of 
Old Timer records to:
OLD TIMER RECORD CO., INC.
708 East Weldon Avenue 
Phoenix, Arizona
LONGHORN
B O X  271 KILGORE, TEX.
N E W  R E L E A S E S
on 45 rpm 
LH 131 ITSY BITSY B IK IN I
Called by Red Warrick/flip Key C
LH 132 STILL W ATER
Called by Jim Horn/flip Key C
LH 402 SQUARE C RO M P
Called by Ralph Chambers/flip Key A
M usic  by LONE STAR  RA N G ERS
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# DETROIT NEWS— From all indications, the 10th National Square Dance 
Convention in Detroit, Michigan, June 29 to July 1, will be THE event that people 
will talk about for a long time. The committees and Michigan dancers started 
working on this event immediately after Detroit was awarded the convention at 
Denver in May, 1959. Since then, they have held a series of dances, which are 
still going on, to provide pre-convention funds. The entire planning of the con­
vention is directed with YOU in mind. There will be something for you no 
matter what type or level of dancer you are.
Cobo Hall will be the convention site. Located on the edge of the beautiful 
Detroit River, and looking directly on our northern neighbor, Canada, this hall 
is BIG and BEAUTIFUL! To give you readers some idea just how big it is, here 
are a few facts. There is room for 800 squares in each of the three rooms, and 
there is a separate room for round dancers — which, by the way, is capable of 
holding 260 squares —  equipped with a teakwood floor and huge picture win­
dows. There are separate areas for panel discussions and exhibits. For hungry 
dancers (and we all fit in that category) Cobo Hall comes equipped with a 
cafeteria capable of holding 1500. The entire hall is air-conditioned. The exhibi­
tion dances will be held in the adjoining arena, which seats 9500.
F R E E  
CATALOG NO.
Send for new 
M A ST ER  RECORD  SERVICE 
C A T A LO G —
Square and Round Dance records classified 
alphabetically, albums, books, stationery, P.A. 
systems, dancing shoes, plus many other 
hard to get items.
W E G U ARA N TEE  SA T ISFA C T IO N  
4133  N. 7th St., Phoenix, A rizona
F R E E  
CATALOG NO. 2
Send for new
M IK E 'S  W ESTERN STORE
C A T A LO G —
Nationally advertised brands at Low Prices. 
Square dance and western clothes, jewelry, 
boots, dresses, ties, concho belts, also many 
new original items.
FREE RECORD  B O N U S  OFFER
Home of Mike Michele's Square Dance Barn
SQUARE DANCE CALLER -  TEACHER MANUAL
by JA C K  M A N N
Among other features are the following:
* 71 square dances —  for the calling repertoire.
* 134 exercises —  for calling at class nights for beginners.
Recognizing that it is far from sufficient to teach only the names and 
definitions of basics, these dance exercises are arranged in a 
logical order for a 15-week course. Corresponding to each basic are 
three to four dances, each illustrating a different aspect in which 
that basic may occur.
* Plastic binding for eye comfort —  the pages "lie flat".
No C.O.D. Send $2.00, which includes tax and postage, to:
(Air Mail Delivery — ( 22 cents extra)
540  A lcatraz A venue  JA C K  M A N N  O ak lan d  9, Californ ia
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9  SQUARE DANCE PUBLICATIONS—What better way is there to know 
what is going on in your locale than reading your square dance newsletters? Two 
very good examples of this type of square dance publication are the ''News Bulle­
tin” published by the Oklahoma State Federation of Square Dance Clubs, and 
the "Newsletter,” published by Mike Michele’s Barn, Phoenix, Arizona. An 
added feature in the "Newsletter” is a square dance calendar, containing the 
entire month’s activities of club dances and the like.
9  EUROPEAN NEWS —  European news has become an integral part of 
AMERICAN SQUARES Magazine. Our European Editor, Clifford "Mac” Mc­
Guire, was recently transferred to the States, and now we announce the appoint­
ment of Donald Tobkin, a native of Detroit Lakes, Minnesota, now stationed 
at Wiesbaden, Germany, to the post vacated by "Mac.” Don reports that European 
square dancers are already looking forward to the Squareapean Holiday for 1961, 
which will again be held at Berchtesgaden, Germany, the 25th to the 30th of 
July. Special guests for this Holiday will be A1 and Mary Brundage. The Winter 
Roundup of the EAASDC was held at the Hotel Continental in Paris, France 
on November 12. Later in November, the Calico Ball at Wiesbaden was sponsored 
by the staff of European Square Dance Vacations. Square dancing is forging 
ahead in Europe.
9  TOWEL NEWS —  Now square dancers no longer have to carry a droopy, 
bathroom handtowel from their belts or waistbands. A custom-made towel 
especially for square dancers is now available, the Max Engle Square Dance Towel. 
These towels come in twenty-eight different color combinations and will look 
good with your best square dance outfit. Ask for them at your favorite square 
dance store, or order them direct from Whiffing-Hiatt Enterprises, 143 N. Dela­
ware Street* Indianapolis 4, Indiana, for only a dollar.
A New Album
SATURDAY NIGHT AT SUNNY HILLS
A S  CALLED BY BRUCE STOTTS
SH No. 1005
★  ★
Be Sure to Buy These Favorites Now  on 45 rpm:
No. 101 - 102 - 103 - 111 Squares and Rounds 
No. 106 - 108 - 112 - 113 - 121 - 122 Hoedowns
★ ★
S U N N Y  H I L L S  R E C O R D S
1600 SU N N Y  CREST FULLERTON, CALIFORN IA
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# ILLINOIS ROUNDS — Here is the current list of rounds being done in 
Illinois. 1. Dream Walk — GRENN. 2. Mack’s Round — GRENN. 3. Waltz 
Duet — GRENN. 4. Elmer’s Tune —  GRENN. 5. Shortcake— GRENN. 6. 
Sweet Georgia Brown — SETS IN ORDER. 7. Silk and Satin —  WINDSOR. 
8. Star Waltz — BLUE STAR. 9. Waltz Caress — AQUA. 10. Piano Roll Waltz —  
GRENN. Are these popular in your area, too?
# BORNEO — World traveller Rickey Holder is now calling square dances 
in Borneo. He’s kept busy with the many sessions planned for him, but will 
soon be traveling again. This time to Singapore, which is the next stop in his 
busy itinerary.
#  CHICAGO IS SQUARE DANCING — Square dancing in the big city is 
featured every Friday night this season at the central YMCA in Chicago. If 
you’re in the area and want to dance, the address is 19 South LaSalle, Room 809.
#  SQUARE DANCE WORKSHOP — This feature of AMERICAN SQUARES 
is YOUR section of the magazine. This workshop depends on the active participa­
tion of all the readers of our magazine. Without your material, this section 
cannot survive. If you’ve got a dance, send it to us here at AMERICAN 
SQUARES. It will receive the careful consideration of our editor, Fred Bailey, 
and the thanks of those who enjoy dancing to it after seeing it in the magazine.
$  CHICAGO FOLK DANCING— Looking for a place to Folk Dance in Chica­
go? Following are a few times and places to go and enjoy this activity. Every 
Wednesday—Unitarian Church, 11 West Maple Avenue, Hinsdale, Illinois, 
8:00 p.m. First and third Thursday— Israeli Folk Dance Workshop, Roosevelt 
University, 431 S. Wabash Avenue, 7:30 p.m. Second and fourth Thursday— 
Cogswell Studio, 131 Vine Street, Park Ridge, Illinois, 8:00 p.m.
DECEMBER RELEASE
No. 567 -  MY FRONT DOOR
Sm ooth figure with new sound
CHARLIE GUY, Las Vegas, N evada  calls his first 
o rig ina l on Western Jubilee. M usic  by V ega s 
Ramblers.
45 rpm only — Flip Instrumental 
W E S T E R N  J U B I L E E  R E C O R D S
41 33 North 7th Street Phoenix, A rizona
09errp Cjmsttna# anti Jbapp? TDanctng
IN THE N EW  YEAR
WASHINGTON KNOTHEADS 
Ray and Marrian Lang
P.O. Box 245, G ig  Harbor, Wash.
u m le e
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© SQUARE DANCING F E V E R  
SPREADING — There’s no question 
about it — our square dancing en­
thusiasts in the Armed Forces are do­
ing a tremendous job promoting and 
expanding square dancing, the Ameri­
can folk dance, outside of America. 
The square dance fever has traveled 
rapidly to foreign countries of the 
world, and from the latest report, it 
is spreading rapidly now in Okinawa, 
as indicated from the photograph of 
the Okinawa Buttons and Beaux.
— James Ryals
A  N -E-W  Hoedown Sound 
for Callers and Dancers
Lore No. 1004
WRANGLERS' STOMP
Flip with calls by M a x  Engle 
M usic  by Burton's W ranglers
CALLERS: Do you w ant to "ro c k " the 




LORE, INC  -  CH ICAG O , ILL.
P LA N N IN G  A  FLORIDA  
V A C A T IO N ?
COMPLETE SCHEDULE OF DANCES  
THROUGHOUT FLORIDA EVERY OTHER 
MONTH IN
Bow & Swing
$2.00 a year -  SAMPLE COPY FREE -  Write: 
Box 891 Kissimmee, Florida
The Midwest Dancer
A magazine of Round and Square Dancing
314 Cum berland  Pa rkw ay  
Des Plaines, Illinois
Published monthly except July and August 
SUBSCRIPTION -  $2.00 Per Year 
Advertising Rates Upon Request
LET'S SQUARE DANCE
Am erican S/D  in the 
United K ingdom
Introductory offer: First 12 issues $1.00 
Published by the British Assn. of Am. S/D  
Clubs, 26 Coleridge House, Churchill Gar­
dens, London, S.W. 7, England.
Northern Junket
The Square Dance Magazine That Is Different!
$2.50 brings the next 12 issues 
to your mailbox.
SAMPLE COPY — 25 cents
RALPH PAGE
182 Pearl Street, Keene 5, N.H.
• DANCE DESCRIPTIONS • NEW S FROM 
EVERYWHERE o TEACHER'S ROSTER • R/D  
CLUB LISTINGS NATIONALLY • Many other 
items of value to all ROUND DANCERS. 
Mailing Rate —  $2.50 per year 
Canadian and Foreign: $3;00 per year
R O U N D  D A N C E R
1600 E. Roger Rd., Tucson, Arizona
%So th ANCER
COMPLETE NEWS OF SQUARE D A N C IN G  
OVER THE SOUTHEAST 
SUBSCRIPTION RATE $2.00 PER YEAR
For Information or Sample Copy Write: 
BILL SAWTELLE, editor 
1116 Gordon St. Memphis, Tenn.
S t a b  A l l
M IC H IG A N 'S  SQUARE and ROUND  
DANCE NEWS 
Subscription: $2.00 Per Year 
L. M. FERGUSON, Editor 
13224 Livernois, Detroit, M ich igan
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CRACKER BARREL SESSION
o l t M p  s e a s o n
Once again the holiday season is here. Now is the time for that extra special 
party for both square dancing and non-square dancing groups. As a square dancer 
you can do a lot to promote your hobby by selling community groups such as
schools, churches, 4-H, and the like on the idea of having a holiday square dance 
party.
To get a holiday square dance party started convince the sponsoring organiza­
tion that square dancing is fun. It mixes people and gets them better acquainted 
with other members of the group. Square dancing is sociable and it is active 
recreation.
Using familiar music will help to sell square dancing. Enchanting and 
beautiful music is associated with the Christmas Season. Dances that you use 
year ’round can be readily adapted to special seasonal music to give your holiday 
square dance that extra lift.
Exhilarating tunes such as "Parade of the Wooden Soldiers” and "Santa Claus 
Parade” can be used for the Grand March or Virginia Reel. Many mixers —  
Patty-Cake Polka, Paul Jones, Do-Sa-Do Mixer, and others — can be done to 
"Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer,” "Santa Claus Is Coming To Town,” "Winter 
Wonderland,” "Frosty the Snowman,” and the countless number of new novelty 
tunes each year.
During the past few years some square record companies have released special 
recordings of Christmas music. For squares use "Rudolph” on Grenn, and "Jingle 
Bells” and "Santa Claus Is Coming To Town” on MacGregor. Waltz tunes such 
as "Merry Christmas Waltz” and "W e Wish You A Merry Christmas” will round 
out your program.
The same tune can be used for several different dances but it is best not to 
use the same music more than once or twice during an evening. Always give 
careful consideration to mood and tempo as well as phrasing when you adopt 
year-around dances to Christmas music. Of course holiday decorations will add 
to the festive theme of your party. Mix a little imagination with some Christmas 
music for a memorable holiday square dance party.
THE ENTIRE AMERICAN SQUARES STAFF 
WISHES YOU A VERY
M E R R Y  C H R I S T M A S
AND A
H A P P Y  NEW Y E A R
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O U F f &Si
by using another NEW pair of
EXCITING HOEDOWNS
Your immediate and 
exceptional response to our 
November release of 
"Hoe-Boogie" and "Happy 
Man" (# 4 18 4 )  by 
LEN PAYTO N , spurred us 
to produce another brace of 
hoedowns by this talanted 
miiltiple-guitar picker.
" R O C K  I S L A N D  R ID E "  
a ild  
"M O U N T A IN  M IS T "
The terrific beat, good keys and inspiring 
rhythm of these new lum bers will let you 
call like crazy. Try 'em and you'll see what 
we mean.
#4183 - AVAILABLE DECEMBER 10th
R E C E N T  R O U N D S  R A T IN G  
R O U T IN G  R E C E P T I O N
#4661 " 'T%  T O M O R R O W " and "M ELO DY
OF IQ V E ". Waltzes of prime excel­
lence^%;ith superb music 
#4660 "G LAD N lftS  M IXER " and " ^TtJCKY
r - r r - n / /  - I  b» I.L, - 1 .T\4//"\ CTCO "A !ii lljj. " ^ Ix •TWO STEP . A•“"Sfmpre waltz mixer 
and an easy, interesting two step, 




HOWARD A . D A V I S O N  
R I V E R  ROAD
N E W C A S T L E , M E . 4
vo-cv-vo voibges frswa I
“s o  THE STOPEfe OUTOF THE STUFF....SO WKAT?'
Smart - Gay - Distinctive
Squaw Dresses
b e a u t ifu lly  designed in Cotton Georgette and in Zuni
By the Yard . . .
Cotton Georgette  . . . the finest quality in more than 20 beauti­ful colors.
Zuni Cloth . . . no-iron sem i-sheer, durable.
Braids  . . . ornam ental and with  Gold, Silver or Copper, keyed to Georgette, and Zuni colors.
Regular, Large and Junior Sizes
Send 25c for COMPLETE 
folder with Illustrations, 
dress and yardage samples.
WiWl—* Dept. A
14 0 5  Jew ell Ave. T op eka, K an.
